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Abstract
This paper empirically contrasts the Jensen Measure, the Positive Period Weighting Mea?
sure, developed in Grinblatt and Titman (1989b), and a measure developed from the TreynorMazuy (1966) quadratic regression on a sample of 279 mutual funds and 109 passive port?
folios, using a variety of benchmark portfolios. The study finds that the measures generally
yield similar inferences when using the same benchmark and that inferences can vary, even
from the same measure, when using different benchmarks. This paper also analyzes the
determinants of mutual fund performance. Tests of fund performance that employ fund
characteristics, such as net asset value, load, expenses, portfolio turnover, and management
fee are reported. These tests surprisingly suggest that turnover is significantly positively
related to the ability of fund managers to earn abnormal returns.

I.

Introduction

The development of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) in the mid1960s provided financial economists with a tool for adjusting returns for risk. An
important application of this model, implemented by Jensen (1968), (1969),1 is the
evaluation of the performance of managed portfolios. However, this approach to
evaluating portfolio performance has been the subject of a great deal of controversy.
benchmark efficiency,
There are three major reasons for this controversy:
timing, and statistical power. This paper seeks to empirically assess the impor?
tance of each of these three issues. We do this by studying the performance of
a sample of 109 passive portfolios constructed from securities characteristics and
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1An
equivalentapproachwas developedby Treynor(1965). The issues discussedin this paperthat
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